The Hidden Treasure
knew the place: he had a map of it which he would show:
and being ignorant of the value of the things, and afraid of
the job of getting them out of Persia and Iraq all by himself,
he wanted some British person he could trust to help him.
So far so good: but now came the complications. When
the tribesman first brought his booty, Hasan had shown it,
together with his map, to his dearest friend and schoolfellow,
and had given it to him for safe keeping. Tiie friend showed
it to his father, an Arab of some position in the city of Mosul,
and an ex-vizier. This man seized it, and not only now refused
to give up what he had, but claimed a partnership in the
remaining booty of the hills. He would do all he could,
said Hasan, to intercept any effort to reach the place without
his acquiescence, and would probably play false even if his
acquiescence were obtained and a share promised him.
On the other hand, he could do nothing by himself, for
he had not the friendship of the tribes and would not dare to
venture into their country. His son was still Hasan's friend,
and ready at any moment to steal the jewels from his own
father's house so as to restore them to their rightful owner.
Meanwhile the fact of their being in enemy hands prevented
my seeing the things: the venture would be an absolute leap
in the dark as far as the ultimate value of the stuff was con-
cerned; the difficulties were obviously great since not only
the Persian authorities but the tribesmen also were to be kept
in ignorance, and the stuff, even when conveyed in secret
across five days of solitary mountains, would then have to
run the gauntlet of the wicked vizier in Iraq.
To counterbalance these perils there was, apart from the
fascination of a treasure hunt in itself, the certain fact that
much valuable stuff has been found in these regions; it gets
smuggled across the border and bought by dealers, the traces
of its origin are obliterated, and it loses all historic importance.
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